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Abstract: In the new millennium, traditional electrical power systems have undergone a significant change driven by
a set of requirements arising from evolving and changing technology. Thus, fundamental changes have occurred in the
way electrical energy is produced, transmitted, and distributed. This situation has revealed the need to expand existing
networks or to establish new networks. The available literature revealed that particular attention to the latter one is still
limited due to the complexity of the power system. The purpose of this study is to contribute to the body of literature that
tries to address the gap at overall design of a power distribution network. Moreover, distributed generation integration
is also considered simultaneously with network design. In this paper, a two-level electricity distribution system design
with distributed generation (TLEDS_DG) for green-field planning is considered. The TLEDS_DG is defined to find the
locations of distribution transformers, to decide the number of distributed generators, and to design underlying two-level
network in such a way that demand and capacity constraints are satisfied, and the overall design cost is minimized.
Two mathematical models, a node-based and flow-based, are proposed and compared in terms of solution quality and
CPU times. Within the flow-based formulation which is a new technique, called node cloning, is used to transform a
two-level network into a single-level one. To validate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approach (flow-
based formulation with node cloning), we conduct numerical studies based on randomly generated instances up to 300
customers. Additionally, sensitivity analysis is also applied to demonstrate the impacts of initial parameter settings.
Computational results on a large suite of test problems show that the proposed approach (flow-based formulation with
node cloning) is efficient and highly effective for the generated test problems.
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1. Introduction
In today’s electricity sector, the design of new network architectures has become a major problem due to the
significant increase in electricity demand and growing concern about the climate change impact of fossil fuels.
One of the most critical solutions is to build up a decentralized system where more energy is being generated
locally, so called distributed generation units (DGs) [1].

DGs are generally connected at the distribution level due to locally accessible resources (renewable and
nonrenewable) and their small-scaled sizes. In case of high DG penetration, the generated power of DG units
affects not only the power flow in the distribution system, but also the amount of power transmitted from the
upper grid. Therefore, deciding the number and the total capacity of DGs in a decentralized distribution system
is an important optimization problem [2].
∗Correspondence: bcakir@baskent.edu.tr
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Decentralized electricity system design can be analyzed as an expansion of the existing system or a
green-field deployment. The first approach is related to adding DGs into the existing network as a part of a
network expansion problem, and the second one is related to planning the new development zones or building
new cities by creating a new distributed network design [3]. Studies in the literature on the integration of
DGs to distribution system commonly considers the first group, connection of DGs to an existing network.
However, while reconfiguring the network or designing new distribution systems for new demand areas (network
expansion), DGs planning and network design decisions should be considered simultaneously. In this study,
we considered a new decentralized electricity distribution system design approach which combines two-level
network design and DG integration problems. The capacitated location problem of distribution transformers
(DTs), integration decision of DGs and the low-voltage (LV) and medium-voltage (MV) network design problem
are combined into a single problem and solved in a single optimization framework. Two-level network is designed
for greenfield or off-grid planning. We refer to our problem as the two-level electricity distribution system design
with distributed generation (TLEDS_DG). To the best of our knowledge, this problem have not been previously
addressed in the literature. Given a set of candidate locations and capacities of DTs and also DGs, the problem
is to determine the number and locations of DTs and the number of DGs, and to route the underlying two-level
network. It should be noted that the problem is not deciding on the locations of the DGs, it just decides
which DG can or cannot be installed in already known locations with predefined capacities. This assumption
is important as in real life DG locations and capacities are usually determined according to the availability of
the primary fuel for the potential region (i.e. wind turbines can be located to a place only if that region has
enough wind source capacity). Therefore, the problem deals with the number of DGs that can be installed on
potential locations. The contribution of this paper is threefold:

Firstly, a new network design problem is introduced (TLEDS_DG) where two levels of the distribution
system and DG integration are jointly considered. The objective is to minimize the total system cost including
installation and power loss costs for each level. Secondly, two polynomial-size mixed integer non linear pro-
gramming (MINLP) formulations such as node based formulation (NBF) and flow based formulation (FBF) are
proposed. And finally, in order to reduce the complexity of the model, especially for large sized problems, a
new network transformation technique called the node cloning technique (NCT) is adapted from [4] and applied
within FBF.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Firstly, available literature is provided in Section 2. The
TLEDS_DG problem is described in detail in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the solution methods starting
with the presentation of the NBF followed by the definition of NCT and FBF. Computational experiments are
presented in Section 5, and finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Literature review
Various approaches addressing the integration of DGs in distribution networks have existed in the literature
[5–7]. Each is a different research study whose objective is to consider an economic or a techno-operational per-
spective [8]. Total system investment costs, capacity costs, and the cost of power loss are some of their economical
optimization criteria. From a techno-operational perspective, fuel savings, carbon emissions, reserve/back-up
capacity, minimization of import/export, voltage profile, voltage stability improvement, and elimination of
excess power generation can be considered as optimization objectives [2].

Reliability and security of energy is considered for distribution network expansion problem in [9] where
the distribution feeders are integrated with the DG units. By incorporating the renewable resources as DG
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units in the distribution network expansion problem, the islanding capability in the presence of these units and
their uncertainties are considered to get a more accurate solution in [10]. A stochastic multiobjective approach
based on the Monte Carlo simulation is applied to solve the distribution network expansion problem in [11] to
create a trade-off between the cost and reliability for choosing the size and location of DGs and distribution
transformers (DTs). In [12] and [13] two stage optimization methods are proposed for multiyear expansion
planning in distribution system to determine the optimal size and site of DGs as well as DTs and feeders. A
method for network reconfiguration problem is proposed in [14] by considering the effects of random energy
sources and by addressing larger scale problems. In [15], a hybrid simulated annealing approach for expansion
planning of a radial distribution network with DG is proposed. The authors considered the installation cost,
power loss cost, and cost of energy not supplied due to failure of feeders. An analytical approach for distribution
systems, considering a loss sensitivity factor based on equivalent current injection is proposed in [16]. The defined
sensitivity factor is used to determine the optimal size and location of DG in order to reduce total power losses.
A framework interfacing a mathematical model and MATLAB-based model is developed in [17] to obtain the
optimal DG capacity and locations while minimizing total system planning costs. In their study, the total
planning cost consists of DG investment, operation and maintenance costs, the cost of power purchased from
transmission companies, and system power losses. A multiobjective genetic algorithm is proposed in [18] for
the optimum location of DG units in a radial distribution system with multiple voltage dependent load types.
An algorithm based on graph theory is presented in [19] to investigate the impact of DGs integration on the
feeder routing. A detailed review of the models on expansion planning with DGs can be found in [20]. A more
recent approach is to solve the network reconfiguration problem simultaneously with DG integration. In [21],
a multiobjective management operation is described based on network reconfiguration and the allocation and
sizing of renewable DGs to minimize active power loss, annual operation costs (installation, maintenance, and
active power loss costs), and pollutant gas emissions. The changes in wind speed, solar irradiation, and load
over time are taken into account. To solve the problem, an effective evolutionary method based on the Pareto
optimality is used. A mixed particle swarm optimization (PSO) is introduced in [22], for minimizing active
power loss and improving the distribution network’s voltage profile. The proposed approach combines binary
particle swarm optimization and the conventional PSO algorithms. Initially, the ideal distribution network
configuration is identified, and then DG placement and sizing problems are solved. Three load scenarios were
assessed during network reconfiguration and DG integration to evaluate the presented approach.

In addition to the various DG integration and network reconfiguration concerns, decentralized energy
systems also have management challenges on the demand side particularly due to the smart equipment and
automation systems. Demand response allows consumers to play a substantial role in the operation of the
electric grid and has been used by recent studies to manage residential hybrid energy systems and to emphasize
the efficiency of demand response in frequency regulation. For instance, in [23] a two-step demand response
mechanism is used to optimize a hybrid renewable energy system for a single-family residence. By reordering
the deferrable loads, demand response technique impacts on lowering the investment cost of the hybrid energy
system is showed in [24].

All of the papers mentioned above, considers the integration of DGs into the existing grid considering
different aspects. However, greenfield planning is also an important area as the traditional approaches that
are not expected to meet future economic and environmental sustainability standards. Moreover, these studies
considers DG integration by determining the location and size of the units and/or routing of only medium-level
network of the distribution system, whereas the distribution system consists of two-level network with two
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different voltage levels, namely medium voltage (MV) and low voltage (LV). One of the major drawbacks of
studies in the literature is that the planning of each network separately will lead to a low-level of accuracy
design problem in practice [25] as one-level design reduces the probability of reaching an optimal solution for
the main problem consisting two levels. Therefore, in an electricity network design problem, integration of DGs,
routing of feeders and locating DTs should be determined considering two-level network elements in a combined
manner.

Although the number is limited, there are a few studies which consider two levels of the distribution system
simultaneously in the literature [25–33]. A problem called “two level network design with intermediate facilities”
is presented in [25] where the two levels correspond to medium and low voltage, respectively, and intermediate
facilities correspond to the distribution transformers. Authors have introduced an exact formulation for the
problem ignoring the installation fixed costs for low voltage level and power loss costs for medium level.
They propose a hybrid decomposition-based approach which limits the candidate DT nodes to reduce the
computational complexity of the exact method. In [26], the electricity distribution system is defined as two-
level network design problem and three mathematical models are presented to find the location and size of DTs.
In order to solve the subproblems, a heuristic solution approach based on k-median, minimum spanning tree,
and shortest path is used. In [27], an evolutionary algorithm method over a specific tree is proposed to design
an electricity distribution system. In this algorithm, each tree in a forest represents an LV level and is fed by
one DT. The DTs among trees are connected by a minimum spanning tree that represents MV level. The cost
function for each subtree is optimized by dynamic programming taking into account feeder losses, maintenance,
voltage drops, and the cost functions of feeders and DTs. In [28], the authors have proposed an integral
methodology for the optimization of two level electrical distribution network optimization simultaneously. The
proposed methodology takes into account an important factor that can only be considered by means of an
integral approach, such as the incidence in the costs due to the use of common or shared routes and structures
by the MV and LV feeders. The horizon distribution network planning problem and optimal distribution system
model formulation are described in two papers [29, 30]. The proposed model and optimization formulation in
these referenced studies provide a generalized horizon planning approach and introduces a fully functioning
comprehensive horizon planning model. In [31], a reference network model (RNM) is proposed for a large-
scale distribution planning tool that can help regulators to estimate efficient costs in the context of incentive
regulation applied to distribution companies. Authors present the main features of an RNM for planning
distribution networks from scratch, greenfield planning, or incrementally from an existing grid. The main
properties of the model are highlighted as the simultaneous planning of both MV and LV networks by using
simultaneity factors; and the layout of feeders, taking into consideration the street map, which is automatically
generated by the model. A new discrete particle swarm optimization algorithm is presented for the optimal
planning of two level distribution system in [32]. The location and capacities of DTs, as well as the routes
and types of MV and LV feeders, are obtained by this algorithm. None of the cited studies above dealing with
the two-level distribution network has considered DG integration, mainly because of the increasing complexity
of this problem. The most recent study on greenfield planning can be found in [33]. A two-level distribution
network design is considered to meet a number of demand points with a tree-star network approach. Primary
facilities at first level that have source capabilities feed secondary facilities through tree networks. Both the
primary and secondary facilities at the lower level provide star network service to customers within a coverage
area. In order to reduce the distribution cost, an optimization problem is introduced that identifies the quantity,
varieties, and locations of the facilities as well as the lower and higher level networks. A heuristic approach
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which solves a discrete counterpart and then enhances its result by rearranging facilities on the continuous space
is proposed to solve the problems.

As we will consider the two-level network design problem, it is worth mentioning that two level network
design problems are also very popular in the design of telecommunication networks, in which two types of
customers requiring two different levels of service are considered. The purpose of telecommunication network
architecture is to supply broadband services including high-speed Internet, phone, and cable TV. Due to the
availability of various technologies such as optical fibers and coaxial lines, intermediate facilities are required to
connect both technologies. Typically, demand vertices are served by coaxial lines from intermediate facilities.
Optical fibers connect the intermediate facilities to a central root vertex. The types of intermediary facilities
employed depend on the capacities and functions necessary. The goal of the design problem is to reduce the total
cost of edge and vertex facilities. Recent studies related with two level network design in telecommunication
networks can be found in [34–37].

3. Problem description

Traditional power distribution system is an important application of two level network design problem, where
networks with two different voltage levels (MV and LV) are built. MV network transmits the power from main
transmission grid to DTs, where the MV is stepped down to the LV level. LV network is responsible to distribute
the power to final consumers. In a typical two-level power distribution network, the upper level is called the
primary network (PN), and connects the transmission substations (S-TS) to DTs. The lower level network is
called secondary network (SN) and they connect the DTs to final consumers. The DTs are vertices containing a
costly and capacitated facility where primary flow is converted in secondary flow. In this paper, decentralized
network structure is considered by integrating DGs to the PN. The number of DGs directly effects the amount
of power transmitted from the upper grid.

This problem is named TLEDS_DG. The objective of the problem is (a) to select the capacity of S-TS,
(b) to route PN and SN, (c) to select the locations and capacity levels of DTs, and (d) to determine the number
of DGs while minimizing the total system design cost.

The schematic representation of the TLEDS_DG facilities is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The facilities of the TLEDS_DG.

The assumptions of the TLEDS_DG problem are given below:
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• The S-TS can be connected only to DTs or TNs with PN links,

• DNs can be connected to DNs, or DTs with SN links,

• DTs can be located on DNs or TNs,

• DGs can only be located in PN on TNs,

• Only one S-TS may be located to root node,

• Only one type of DT may be located per node,

• Only one type of DG may be located per node,

• Both PN and SN are radial (tree shaped),

• Demand and DG production are assumed to be deterministic.

4. Proposed models

Mathematically the TLEDS_DG can be defined on a graph: G = (N,A) , where N = NR∪ND∪NT set of nodes
in which NR represents the S-TS locations which has the smallest index from a given number of nodes), ND

and NT represent the demand nodes (DNs) and transportation nodes (TNs) with zero demand, respectively,
and A = {(i, j) : i, j ∈ N} is the set of arcs. Each customer i ∈ ND has a demand di(MW) , with 0 < di . Each
arc (i, j) ∈ A with a distance lij( km) , has a fixed capacity which is M1(MW) for PN links and M2(MW)

for SN links. Each arc (i, j) ∈ N has also a nonnegative cost function associated with fixed installation cost
and power loss cost per year. The fixed installation cost and power loss cost coefficient are f1($/km) and
c1

(
$/(MW)2 km

)
, for PN, and f2($/km) and c2

(
$/(MW)2 km

)
for SN, respectively. The cost for purchasing

the energy from upper grid (which corresponds to total demand minus total installed DG capacity) per year
is fup($/MW) . There are also potential DT nodes, PDT ∈ (ND ∪NT ) , and potential DG nodes, PDG ∈ NT .
There are K types of DT which has a capacity sk(MW) and a fixed cost fk($) where k ∈ K . The D different
types DG has a fixed capacity sd(MW) and a fixed cost fd($) where d ∈ D . Finally, there are E types of STS
which has a capacity se(MW) and a fixed cost fe($) where e ∈ E . Under all definitions and assumption given
above, the problem considered in this study is to determine the S-TS capacity, the location of the DT nodes
and their capacities, the number of the DGs, as well as routing PN and SN, thereby constructing a distribution
network to meet all of the demand while minimizing total system design cost. Fixed costs are incurred for
constructing nodes and links and variable costs are incurred for power loss cost due to the transportation of
electricity. Figure 2 illustrates an initial graph and also a feasible solution of the TLEDS_DG problem.

Two model formulations such as node-based and flow-based proposed to solve the problem addressed is
described below.

4.1. Node-based model formulation
Decision variables:
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Figure 2. (a) An initial graph, (b) a feasible solution for TLEDS_DG problem.

y1ij =

{
1, if arc(i, j) exist on PN
0, ow

y2ij =

{
1, if arc(i, j) exist on SN
0, ow

zki =

{
1, if k type DT is located on node i

0, ow

zei =

{
1, if e type S-TS is located on node 1

0, ow

zdi =

{
1, if d type DG is located on node i

0, ow

x1
ij : the amount of power transported from node i to node j with PN links (MW ),

x2
ij : the amount of power transported from node i to node j with SN links (MW ),

xup : the amount of power purchased from upper grid (MW ).

Proposed NBF is as follows:

min
∑

(i,j)∈A

f1lijy
1
ij +

∑
(i,j)∈A

c1lij
(
x1
ij

)2
+

∑
(i,j)∈A

f2lijy
2
ij +

∑
(i,j)∈A

c2lij
(
x2
ij

)2
+

∑
e∈E

feze1 +
∑
k∈K

∑
i∈PDT

fkzki +
∑
d∈D

∑
i∈PDG

fdzdi + fupxup

(1)
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s.t.

∑
j∈N

(
x1
ij + x2

ij

)
−

∑
j∈N

(
x1
ij + x2

ij

)
=

{
−xup i = 1
di −

∑
d∈D sdzdi i ̸= 1

}
∀i ∈ N, i ̸= j (2)

−
∑
d∈D

sdzdi ≤
∑
j∈N

x1
ji −

∑
j∈N

x1
ij ≤

∑
k∈K

skzki −
∑
d∈D

sdzdi ∀i ∈ N, i ̸= 1, i ̸= j (3)

− di ≤
∑
j∈N

x2
ji −

∑
j∈N

x2
ij ≤

∑
k∈K

skzki − di ∀i ∈ N, i ̸= 1, i ̸= j (4)

0 ≤
∑
j∈N

x1
ij ≤

∑
e∈E

seZe
1 i = 1, i ̸= j (5)

∑
k∈K

zki ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ PDT (6)

∑
d∈D

zdi ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ PDG (7)

∑
e∈E

zei ≤ 1 ∀i = 1 (8)

xup =
∑
i∈ND

di −
∑

i∈PDG

∑
d∈D

sdzdi (9)

x1
ij ≤ M1y1ij ∀(i, j) ∈ A (10)

x2
ij ≤ M2y2ij ∀(i, j) ∈ A (11)

y1ij + y1ji ≤ 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ A (12)

y2ij + y2ji ≤ 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ A (13)∑
j∈N

y1ij ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ N, i ̸= j (14)

∑
j∈N

y2ij +
∑
k∈K

zki ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ N, i ̸= j (15)

x1
ij ≥ 0, x2

ij ≥ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ A (16)

y1ij ∈ {0, 1}, y2ij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀(i, j) ∈ A (17)

ze1 ∈ {0, 1}, zki ∈ {0, 1}, zdi ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ N, e ∈ E, k ∈ K, d ∈ D (18)

In this formulation, objective function (1) minimizes the total system design cost including S-TS, DTs,
DGs, PN, and SN links fixed installation costs and variable power loss cost (VPLC) on PN and SN links
which are dependent on the amount of power transported on the link, as well as the cost of energy purchasing
from the upper grid. Constraint (2) ensures the flow conversation between the entire level of the network.
Constraints (3) assure that if a facility (DT and/or DG) installed on a node in PN, the capacity of the facility
is respected. Constraint (4) is the same as explained in Constraint (3) for SN where only DTs can be located
as facilities. Additionally, those two constraints (3 and 4) ensure the flow transformation is always from PN to
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SN. Constraint (5) guarantees the capacity constraint for S-TS. While constraint (6) ensures that only one type
of DT must be installed to one node, constraint (7) and constraint (8) guarantees that only one type of the
DGs and S-TS can be installed to one node, respectively. Constraint (9) shows the amount of electricity that
must be purchased from the upper grid. Constraints (10) and (11) ensure the capacity constraints of PN and
SN feeders, respectively. Constraints (12) and (13) forbid negative flows. The radial (tree) network structure
for PN and SN networks are ensured by constraints (14) and (15), respectively. While constraint (16) defines
positive variables, constraints (17) and (18) state integer variables.

The power loss coefficients (c1 and c2 ) formulation is given in Equation (19) [38].

c1 or c2 =
8, 76R

(KV )2
cePl (19)

where KV is the voltage level of the link, ce indicates the energy transportation cost per MWh, R states
the resistance of the link per km, and Pl is the power loss factor. An important issue in electricity distribution
system design is the consideration of voltage drop levels. Since the objective function minimizes the power
losses which have positive correlation with voltage drops, the sum of the voltage drops in all nodes will be
under control, preventing excessive voltage drops. Thus, an acceptable voltage profile for overall network will
be provided.

The model of TLEDS_DG is nonlinear due to the convex function of power loss costs in the objective
function. In order to enhance the computational efficiency, the nonlinear objective function is linearized by
piecewise linearization technique.

4.2. Flow based model formulation
The complexity of the TLEDS_DG problem arises from integration of two hard problems such as; capacitated
facility location and two-level network routing. The dimension of the problem will increase rapidly with the
number and type of nodes and arcs. Moreover, specific to the TLEDS_DG problem formulated with NBF,
some nodes have more than one role, called multirole nodes, such as DG and TN; DT and TN; DG and DT;
DT and DN; and DG, TN, and DT. Two types of arcs (PN and SN feeders) can be installed between two nodes
if at least one of them is a multirole node. The number of multirole nodes and total number of arcs directly
affect the number of constraints and variables since arcs connected to multirole nodes have the potential for
both primary and secondary feeder installation.

The nature of the problem requires the use of an effective solution approach to solve the large sized
problems. In this section, we introduce a new solution method, called NCT, based on the transformation of
the multirole nodes into one-role nodes. Once the network is transformed into the associated one by NCT, new
proposed flow-based mathematical formulation is used to solve the problem.

4.2.1. Node cloning technique

The approach in the node cloning technique is pioneered in [4] where the network transformation was im-
plemented for the connected facility location problem for telecommunication networks. The authors consider
two-level network structures including general Steiner tree-star problems that combine the facility location de-
cisions with connectivity requirements. The technique mainly provides the transformation of the network by
duplicating dual-role nodes and creating an additional copy. The dual-role node is defined as the node, which
can be both a facility and a demand node. In our study this approach is adapted to the TLEDS_DG problem.
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Different from the technique used in [4], the approach in this paper is adapted for tree-tree network structure
that requires additional network transformation rules. TLEDS_DG problem contains multirole nodes (dual
and triple roles) due to the different type of nodes (DNs and TNs) and facilities (DTs and DGs) that can be
located on the same node. Moreover, the adapted NCT approach used in this study allows considering different
capacities for each facility on the transformed network. Possible three states of multirole nodes can be listed as
below:

State 1. While PDG ∈ NT , and PDT ∈ (ND∪NT ) , and NT ∩ND = ∅ , if PDT ∩PDG = ∅ , the network contains
dual role nodes with DG-TN roles.

State 2. While PDG ∈ NT , and PDT ∈ (ND∪NT ) , and NT ∩ND = ∅ , if PDT ∩PDG ̸= ∅ , the network contains
triple role nodes with DG-DT-TN roles.

State 3. While PDT ∈ (ND ∪NT ) , and NT ∩ND ̸= ∅ , the network contains dual role nodes with DT-DN; and
DT-TN.

For TLEDS_DG problem, NCT is used as follows: the original network is transformed to an associated
new one to address the node sets that are not disjoint. The technique is based on creating augmented virtual
copies of the multirole nodes where each copy has one single role. For instance, a dual role node will have one
virtual copy node, where the original node has one role and the virtual copy has the other role. The original
node and its virtual copies are connected with virtual arcs having zero cost. The original node and its virtual
copies are connected to the rest of the network with arcs having different costs depending on the role of the
nodes. For instance, a demand node can only be connected to a demand node and/or a distribution transformer
by a secondary feeder. In the transformed network each node has a unique role; therefore, each arc has a unique
cost associated with the roles of the end nodes of the arc. The procedure used in NCT is as follows:

1. Create the virtual copies of the multirole nodes such that each node takes only one role in the final
representation and add a virtual arc with zero cost between original node and its virtual copy.

2. Add arcs between virtual node and original nodes depending on the arcs adjacent to the original node.

3. Replace every arc{i, j} by two directed arcs(i, j) and (j, i) , where i ̸= 1 . If i = 1 , add one directed
arc(i, j) .

4. Delete unfeasible directed arcs; i.e (i, j) is unfeasible if i ∈ ND and j ∈ PDT , or (i, j) is unfeasible if
i ∈ NT and j ∈ PDG .

5. If j ∈ ND , assign feeder cost aij = f2lijy
2
ij + c2lij (xij)

2 (SN feeder installation and loss cost function
between node i and j ), and where xij is the amount of power flow from node i to node j .

6. If j ∈ NT , assign feeder cost bij = f1lijy
1
ij + c1lij (xij)

2 , (PN feeder installation and loss cost function
between node i and j ), and where xij is the amount of power flow from node i to node j .

7. If j ∈ PDT , assign cost bij+fk (PN feeder installation cost and loss cost function for PN plus installation
cost of DT of type k ).

8. Create an artificial root node (super node), Ns , and add a directed arc from Ns to root node (NR) with
costs fe , where fe is the installation cost for S-TS, type e .
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9. Add a directed arc from Ns to every node i ∈ PDG with costs fd , where fd is the installation cost for
DG, type d .

The implementation of NCT for a simple network that has 4 nodes transformation can be shown in
Figure 3, following the procedure described above.

Figure 3. Network transformation with the node cloning and cost assignment procedure.

The network has two nodes i and j , and each node has multiroles. Multirole node i is connected to the
root node (S-TS), and multirole node j is connected to node k , which has one role. Figure 3a represents the
node cloning for multirole nodes. For multirole node i, i ∈ {NT ∩ PDG} , a virtual copy is created as (iprime ),
where original node is treated as a TN and the copy as a DG. Node j also has two roles, j ∈ {PDT ∩ ND} ,
and a copy of node j is created as (j′ ), where j is treated as a DT and j′ as a DN node. The cost of each
new arc between any original node and its virtual copy nodes is 0 . Figure 3b shows the extended network that
consists of arc assignments between the original nodes and the virtual nodes. Arcs assigned according to the
adjacent nodes to the original node. Every virtual copy is also connected to the original node if the original
node has already connected to that node. Thus, the existing network in Figure 3b is converted to a network
with two directed arcs given in Figure 3c. The arcs between root node (S-TS) and (i)/(i′) are not two directed
as reverse flow to S-TS is not allowed. After deleting the unfeasible arcs in the network in Figure 3c, a new
network is obtained as shown in Figure 3d containing only feasible arcs . For instance, (i, j) is unfeasible if
i ∈ ND and j ∈ PDT , or if i ∈ NT and j ∈ PDG . Following feasible arc determination, all edge and facility
costs are assigned to the arcs depending on the end points role of the arc . For instance, if there is a DT at the
end point of arc(i, j) , then DT must be connected to a PN feeder. In this case, the cost of the arc(i, j) is the
computed as the sum of installation and loss cost of PN feeder, bij , and installation cost of DT of type k , fk .
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The end point k , on the arc(j′, k) , is a demand node and it can only be connected with an SN feeder, with
cost ajk . Thus, Figure 3e is obtained after all related cost values are assigned on arcs in Figure 3d. Finally,
Figure 3f shows the super node connection to define the installation costs of ST-S and DGs considering their
types.

A new flow based formulation (FBF) is needed to solve the TLEDS_DG problem once the original
network is transformed by NCT as explained above. In this formulation, all costs (installation and loss costs)
are assigned to the arcs as mentioned above. In the transformed network, the defined sets are as follows.

G = (N,A) is directed network where N = NS ∪NR ∪ND ∪NT is the set of nodes, so NS , NR , ND ,
and NT represent super node, the S-TS location, demand nodes (DNs), and transportation nodes (TNs) with
zero demand, respectively. A = {(i, j) : i, j ∈ N} is the set of arcs . A = SSF ∪DGS ∪PF ∪ TF ∪ SF , where
SSF represents the S-TS feeders, DGS represents the DGs-related feeders, and PF, TF and SF correspond to
DTs, TNs and DNs related feeders, respectively. The parameters are the same as those in the NBF. Decision
variables specific to FBF are as follows:

yeij =

{
1, if e type SSF feeder is installed on arc(i, j)
0, ow

ykij =

{
1, if k type PF feeder is installed on arc(i, j)
0, ow

ydij =

{
1, if d type DGS feeder is installed on arc(i, j)
0, ow

ytij =

{
1, if TF feeder is installed on arc(i, j)
0, ow

ysij =

{
1, if SF feeder is installed on arc(i, j)
0, ow

ee : spare capacity of the S-TS with type e (MW)

xij : the amount of power transported from node i to node j (MW)

FBF for TLEDS_DG problem where its network is transformed with NCT is given below:

min
∑

(i,j)∈SSF

∑
e∈E

(
feyeij

)
+

∑
(i,j)∈DGS

∑
d∈D

(
fdydij

)
+

∑
(i,j)∈PF

∑
k∈K

(
fkykij + f1lijy

k
ij + c1lij (xij)

2
)

+
∑

(i,j)∈TF

f1lijy
1
ij + c1lij (xij)

2
+

∑
(i,j)∈SF

f2lijy
2
ij + c2lij (xij)

2
+

∑
(i,j)∈SSF

∑
sS∈SS

fup
(
feyeij − ee

) (20)
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∑
(i,j)∈A

xji −
∑

(i,j)∈A

xij =

 −
∑

i∈N Di i ∈ NS

di i ∈ ND

0 ow

 ∀i ∈ N (21)

∑
e∈E

(
seyeij − ee

)
− xij = 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ SSF (22)

∑
d∈D

(
sdydij

)
− xij = 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ DGS (23)

∑
k∈K

skykij − xij ≥ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ PF (24)

xij ≤ M1ytij ∀(i, j) ∈ {PF ∪ TF} (25)

xij ≤ M2ysij ∀(i, j) ∈ SF (26)∑
e∈E

(
seyeij − ee

)
=

∑
i∈ND

Di −
∑

(i,j)∈DGS

∑
d∈D

(
sdydij

)
∀(i, j) ∈ SSF (27)

∑
e∈E

yeij = 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ SSF (28)

∑
k∈K

ykij ≤ 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ PF (29)

yeij ∈ {0, 1}, ykij ∈ {0, 1}, ytij ∈ {0, 1}, ysij ∈ {0, 1}, ydij ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) ∈ A (30)

xij ≥ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ A (31)

Here, equation (20) is the objective function that minimizes the overall arc costs, including the installation
costs for DTs, DGs as well as PN- and SN-related feeders, loss costs that occur during the transportation of
power through PN and SN feeders, and the cost of energy purchased from upper grid. Constraint (21) is the
flow constraint for all nodes in the network. For a DN, the constraint ensures that the difference between the
input and output flow is equal to the demand of that node. Additionally, the total output flow from the super
node is equal to the total demand. Constraint (22) represents the spare capacity of the S-TS located on the root
node (NR ). Constraints (23) and (24) ensure that the capacity constraints are respected for the DGs and DTs.
Constraints (25) and (26) guarantee the capacity constraints for PN and SN feeders. Constraint (27) represents
the amount of the power purchased from the upper grid. While constraint (28) ensures that only one type of
S-TS can be assigned to one node, constraint (29) guarantees the same condition explained in constraint (28)
for DTs. Constraints (30) states integer variables and finally constraint (31) forbid negative flows. Same as is
in the NBF, piecewise linearization technique is used to linearize the nonlinear cost functions in the objective
function.

5. Computational results

In this section, quite a large computational analysis is performed for the proposed two models with NBF and
FBF, respectively, on a wide range test problems.
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5.1. Generation of test problems

Since there are no benchmark test problems in the related literature for the TLEDS_DG, we randomly generate
small-, medium-, and large-sized test problems, similar to the one in [25], but considering DG locations. Firstly,
small-sized problems are generated by selecting the number of nodes between 5 and 30. For medium-sized
problems, the number of nodes is between 35 and 90. Finally, 10 large-sized problems are generated with node
numbers between 100 and 410. The nodes are generated on a 100 by 100 grid. The percentage of TN nodes
is between 20% and 30% randomly, and the remaining nodes defined as DN nodes. Once the number of nodes
and their locations are determined, Prim algorithm [39] is used to form a spanning tree. After generating a
tree network, the number of arcs is increased until meeting the desired arc number. The nodal demands are
assigned uniformly between U ∼ (5, 15) . It is assumed that the S-TS location is always present on node with
lowest index. The number of candidate DT nodes and their locations are generated randomly unless the number
respects the minimum number that necessary for a feasible solution. The minimum number is computed by
dividing the total demand by the maximum capacity of DT types

(
DTN ≥

∑
i∈ND

di/maxk∈K(fk)
)
, where

DTN is the total number of the DTs for a test problem. It is assumed that DGs are connected only to the PN;
therefore, candidate nodes for DGs are selected among the TN nodes randomly. The capacities of the possible
DGs are generated randomly with the assumption that the total DG capacity of a problem cannot exceed 40% of
the total demand. In addition to the generated test problems, two test problems given in [17] are adapted. The
two real-life problems are extended considering candidate DG location nodes and their capacities and named
R1ext and R2ext .

5.2. Comparisons and discussions of NBF and FBF

Two polynomial sized mathematical formulations based on NBF and FBF, are presented for the TLEDS_DG
problem that is introduced in this study. In order to evaluate the performances of the models, a total of 52
problem instances (50 randomly generated and 2 adapted from the literature as explained in 4.1) are solved
with the CPLEX 12.6. optimizer, with a processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3630QM CPU 2.40 GHz and 8 GB of
RAM. In each run the default settings of the solver is used and the CPU time is limited to 7200 s.

Tables 1–3 show the computational results.The name of the problem, the number of nodes, the number of
the arcs, the number of multirole nodes, and the best solution value are given from the first to the fifth column
in each table, respectively. The CPU times and the linear relaxation deviation percentage value (LRDP)
are placed in the sixth and seventh columns for both NBF and FBF, respectively. LRDP is calculated with
LRDP = 100 ∗ (Z∗ − ZLR)(Z∗) , where Z∗ is the best value obtained by each model and ZLR is the value
obtained by the relaxation of the binary variables.

In Table 1, the results show that small-sized problems can be solved in very short times using both
models. For medium-sized problems, seen in Table 2, while the proposed model based on FBF with NCT has
found the optimal solutions for all problems, the model based on NBF finds optimal solution for only 5 of 20
problems. For larger test problems, in Table 3, excessive longer computational times are needed compared to
the medium-sized test problems. Here, it is seen that while the model based on NBF cannot find any solution
for 12 test problems, the model based on FBF with NCT finds 7 optimal solutions among 12. When LRDP
column is analyzed in each table respectively, we see that the average value of LRDP obtained by the model
based on NBF is 16.25%, by the other model based on FBF is 7.54%, for small-sized instances. Similarly, in
medium-sized problems, the model based on FBF outperforms the model based on NBF for medium-sized test
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Table 1. Computational results for small-sized problems.

Problem N A MRN Best solution ($/year) CPU (s) LRDP (%)
NBF FBF NBF FBF NBF FBF

Ss1 5 5 0 168 168 2.17 1.45 4.63 3.02
Ss2 5 8 3 179 179 2.95 1.51 4.75 3.35
Ss3 7 9 0 256 256 3.01 1.92 5.86 3.52
Ss4 7 12 5 229 229 2.86 4.15 6.15 4.38
Ss5 10 15 0 689 689 3.68 3.55 12.57 4.83
Ss6 10 20 4 612 612 6.57 9.31 10.49 5.63
Ss7 10 22 6 660 660 8.59 8.57 14.88 6.18
Ss8 15 20 0 735 735 20.79 7.74 13.5 6.84
Ss9 15 22 9 790 790 37.48 10.12 15.56 6.35
Ss10 22 30 0 825 825 175.59 15.44 19.81 8.3
Ss11 22 32 15 1163 1163 567.28 49.74 17.38 9.61
Ss12 25 30 0 2386 2386 469.01 38.17 18.01 8.89
Ss13 25 35 15 2692 2692 1628.76 57.52 16.45 9.57
Ss14 25 45 20 3185 3185 2733.45 53.65 21.58 9.79
Ss15 27 35 0 3270 3270 2594.12 61.3 19.84 7.03
Ss16 27 50 17 2794 2794 3145.8 74.75 22.43 10.97
Ss17 27 55 20 4196 4196 2984.96 75.2 20.49 11.06
Ss18 30 45 0 4005 4005 5495.65 66.08 23.48 9.56
Ss19 30 60 20 4594 4594 6751.19 88.43 25.96 10.34
Ss20 30 65 22 7605 7605 6643.78 97.49 31.15 11.49
Average 1663.88 36.30 16.25 7.54

problems. The average values of LRDP for this case are 24.64% and 14.53%, respectively. The average values
of LRDP for large-sized problems for two models are 32.29% and 22.29%, respectively. Moreover, in terms of
the CPU times, the model based on FBF outperforms the model based on NBF for all test problems. Average
CPU time in solution with the model based on FBF is less than 1 min for small-sized and less than 25 min for
medium-sized problems. For large-sized problems, the maximum CPU time limit was enough to solve 7 of 12
problems.

5.3. Sensitivity analysis for FBF
In order to see the effects of the initial parameter values of the model based on FBF, the performance of the
model is investigated by sensitivity analysis. Different parameter sets are considered and 50 test problems are
solved again (excluding the 2 real problems within the large sized instances). The parameter tuning scenarios
considered for sensitivity analysis are explained as follows.

• High/low feeder capacity levels: For capacity levels of the feeders, M1 = λ ∗ maxk∈K

(
sk
)
and M2 =

λ∗maxi∈ND
(di) values are obtained, where λ is 4 for high-capacity setting (M ↑) and 1.5 for low-capacity

setting (M ↓) . (λ was 2 for the original test problems).

• High/low DT installation costs: DT installation costs are taken as 1.25 times the value in the original
problem for high-cost setting

(
fk ↑

)
and 0.50 times the value in the original problem for low-cost setting(

fk ↓
)
.
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Table 2. Computational results for medium-sized problems.

Problem N A MRN Best solution ($/year) CPU (s) LRDP (%)
NBF FBF NBF FBF NBF FBF

Ms1 35 45 0 9236* 8967 7200 88.69 10.34 9.34
Ms2 35 48 25 8562 8562 4625 90.56 11.08 8.08
Ms3 37 45 0 9019* 8691 7200 112.17 13.79 5.93
Ms4 37 58 30 7159 7159 5183 159.5 20.53 10.26
Ms5 40 55 0 8671* 7128 7200 152.84 21.07 11.67
Ms6 40 60 32 6314 6314 4369 258.93 28.06 12.95
Ms7 40 62 36 5501 5501 6782 364.8 33.9 17.53
Ms8 45 55 0 6807 6807 5972 272.01 31.54 12.66
Ms9 45 61 38 8795* 4921 7200 475.84 35.38 19.36
Ms10 57 75 0 12521* 7306 7200 628.95 28.49 14.06
Ms11 57 79 40 13669* 10748 7200 837.21 25.76 12.64
Ms12 57 90 43 11027* 7911 7200 1139.53 28.27 14.84
Ms13 65 90 0 12792* 9572 7200 1035.9 19.05 15.79
Ms14 65 110 45 16448* 11842 7200 1459.33 22.69 24.47
Ms15 70 120 0 15875* 10748 7200 2649.53 31.64 19.42
Ms16 70 135 48 21055* 13955 7200 2967.27 25.79 15.73
Ms17 75 150 0 45698* 25896 7200 3165.94 17.95 16.9
Ms18 80 138 0 35478* 22071 7200 3070.31 29.53 18.43
Ms19 80 160 56 40279* 25038 7200 4000.76 21.38 12.57
Ms20 90 170 60 39522* 23852 7200 4196.56 36.54 17.93
Average 6746.55 1356.33 24.64 14.53
*Best solution obtained in given CPU time.

Table 3. Computational results for large-sized problems.

Problem N A MRN Best solution ($/year) CPU (s) LRDP (%)
NBF FBF NBF FBF NBF FBF

Bs1 100 154 61 25689* 17965 7200 4159.34 32.54 21.22
Bs2 100 159 70 22452* 15975 7200 4800.57 31.56 18.67
Bs3 150 300 85 45063* 28647 7200 5005.89 44.6 20.51
Bs4 150 279 140 51289* 34922* 7200 7200 32.07 25.9
Bs5 220 415 0 64208* 41298 7200 6891.07 37.17 21.17
Bs6 220 500 70 86820* 68163* 7200 7200 29.19 25.24
Bs7 300 496 48 76962* 51489 7200 7157 43.89 27.53
Bs8 320 579 170 80994* 64211* 7200 7200 26.78 22.05
Bs9 320 853 200 110598* 87103* 7200 7200 26.75 19.55
Bs10 410 9186 250 125033* 99835* 7200 7200 29.98 25.22
R1 100 100 40 36824* 25323 7200 3472.02 25.76 18.76
R2 173 192 45 43946* 31294 7200 4105.55 27.21 21.70
Average 7200 3596.417 32.29 22.29
*Best solution obtained in 2 h CPU time.

• High/low SN feeders installation costs: SN feeder installation cost is assumed as $ 3 for high-cost setting(
f2 ↑

)
, and $ 1.75 for low-cost setting

(
f2 ↓

)
. It was $ 2.25 for the original test problems).
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• High/low DT installation costs together with high/low SN feeders installation costs (as explained above).

• High/low MRN number: For multirole nodes, the high values are considered to be MRN = N, (MRN ↑) ,
and low values considered to be MRN = 0, (MRN ↓) . The values considered in the original problem are
given in Tables 1–3.

• High number of possible DT locations: The possible locations of the DTs are increased by multiplying the
original values by 1.3 , DTN ↑= ⌊DTN ∗ 1.3⌋ .

Table 4 shows the results of sensitivity analysis. In the table, the second column represents the average
CPU times for the first (CPU1 ), second (median) (CPU2 ), and third quartiles (CPU3 ). And finally, the last
column depicts the number of optimal solutions (OS) obtained among 50 problems. The reference row (FBF+)

represents the reel values obtained by the model based on FBF, and the rest of the values given for CPU times
show the deviation from the reference values when the parameter scenario given in the first column is used.

Table 4. Sensitivity analysis on the performance of the model based on FBF.

CPU quartiles (s) # OS
CPU1 CPU2 CPU3

FBF+ 230.4 510.7 786.0 45
M ↑ −4.7 −25.0 −24.4 47
M ↓ 14.8 20.2 28.5 37
fk ↑ 8.2 27.9 29.5 41
fk ↓ −5.0 −19.3 −22.3 46
f2 ↑ 20.1 −10.5 5.1 40
f2 ↓ −1.8 −5.3 −3.7 45
fk ↑ f2 ↓ 5.4 20.2 30.8 41
fk ↓ f2 ↑ 15.4 −13.5 −9.0 45
MRN ↑ 22.1 41.5 63.9 28
MRN ↓ −6.2 −38.5 −49.8 48
DTN ↑ 40.4 35.2 48.6 35

When Table 4 is analyzed, it is clear that the capacity of feeders have effects on the performance of
the algorithm. As feeder capacities are increased, both the CPU times and total numbers of optimal solutions
obtained are increased and when capacities are decreased, it has an opposite effect on the performance of the
model.

The high value setting for DT installation costs
(
fk ↑

)
has a negative impact on the performance of

the FBF, the low value setting
(
fk ↓

)
has a positive impact in terms of CPU time and the number of optimal

solutions. When the effects of SN feeder installation cost is analyzed
(
f2 ↑

)
, the increase in the cost parameter

results in slightly longer CPU time for the third quartile and less number of optimal values. However, the low-
cost parameter setting for SN feeder installation

(
f2 ↓

)
does not have a considerable effect on the performance

values. This result supports that the installation cost for SN feeders does not have big impacts on the overall
network design since the installation cost of PN feeders are relatively higher. The SN feeders are more important
when it comes to loss costs since the voltage levels are lower, resulting in higher power loss, in that part of
the network. The combination of the DT installation cost scenarios and SN feeder installation cost scenarios
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(fk ↑ f2 ↓ and fk ↓ f2 ↑) show similar results with scenarios (fk ↑ and fk ↓), supporting the results that SN
feeder installation cost does not have a significant effect on the overall performance of the formulation. When
the number of multirole nodes are analyzed, the increased number of MRN (MRN ↑) has a negative impact on
the performance of the FBF since it increases the complexity of the model. And for the same reason observed in
MRN, the increased number of DTs (DTN) results in higher complexity in the model and worse quality results
in terms of CPU times and number of optimal solutions obtained. It can be concluded from Table 4 that the
changes in the cost settings affect the performance of the model only about 30%. This value is similar when
the capacity constraints of the feeders are changed (max. 25%). On the other hand, the number of MRNs and
DTs can be quite effective on the performance of the FBF in terms of CPU time and the number of optimal
solutions.

6. Conclusion
This paper proposes two new polynomial-sized model formulations to design power distribution networks for
green-field deployments, as well as existing network expansion in order to meet the growing demand.

A new realistic problem is introduced, called TLEDS_DG, in which location, assignment, and two-
level network design tasks are jointly tackled. In order to solve the problem, a new node-based formulation
(NBF) and a new flow-based formulation (FBF) are proposed. We have also proposed a new technique called
node cloning technique (NCT) integrated with the FBF formulation in order to reduce the complexity of the
original network by copying multirole nodes and defining augmented virtual nodes and arcs in an associated
transformed network. Finally, we have presented computational results conducted on 50 new and 2 real-life-
based test instances extended for this problem. A comparison shows that the proposed model based on NBF
is a viable approach to solve small- and medium-sized TLEDS_DG problems, and the other proposed model
based on FBF with NCT is a more effective method to solve small-, medium-, and large-sized test problems.
Furthermore, the effects of the initial parameter setting on the performance of the FBF is analyzed by using
sensitivity analysis and changing the capacities of the feeders, the installation costs for DTs and the number
of multirole nodes and DTs are proved to be effective in the performance of the algorithm. In terms of future
research directions, the output of the DGs can be considered stochastic due to variability of the renewable
generators power output.
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